
SPRING / SUMMER

UNIQUE HATS
HANDMADE IN BRITAIN



www.proppatoppa.co.uk Tel: 01691 773 752

Welcome to the 2020 Spring/Summer 
Proppa Toppa brochure featuring our 
current range of ladies hats. We’ve got 
some beautiful new additions to our 
range that we hope you’ll love as much 
as we do.

Browse the following pages to find 
designs that your customers will love, 
as there’s a Proppa Toppa to suit almost 
everybody! We love nothing more than 
talking about hats so if you have any 
questions give us call - we’d love to hear 
from you.

Happy Shopping! 

The Proppa Toppa Team xx
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Floral Boned 
Hat with 
Cream Brim
A classic Proppa Toppa style, this 
hat has a cream cotton boned 
brim complemented by a pretty 
floral print to the band and crown. 
A simple style that is beautifully 
wearable, adding feminine style to 
a Spring outfit.

Outer made from 100% cotton.  
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’.
Order Code: PT06  RRP: £42.00

Sum
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er Florals

Terracotta

Coral Pink

Turquoise

£14.50
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Grey Pink

Green

Cream Damask 
Hat with Floral 
Sash Band
An update to one of our best-selling 
hats, this boned hat is made from a 
cream cotton fabric with a damask 
pattern and finished with a pretty 
floral sash band with a cross-over 
detail to the side.

Outer made from 100% cotton. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one 
size fits most’.
Order Code: PT69  RRP: £48.00

£16.80

Also available in Cream, as shown on the model



Large Brim 
Packable Floral 
Sun Hat
Pretty floral cotton hat with an 
extra wide brim making it perfect 
for outdoor activities such as 
gardening, reading or sunbathing, 
or whenever you need to keep the 
sun out of your eyes.

Outer made from 100% cotton.  
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’.
Order Code: PT47  RRP: £35.00

Sum
m

er Florals

Buttermilk

Peach Blue

Turquoise

£12.50

Also available in Pink, as shown on the model

www.proppatoppa.co.uk 7
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Terracotta

Coral Pink

Turquoise

Floral Boned 
Hat with 
Pintuck Detail
This ladies hat is made from a 
cream cotton top with a smart 
pintuck, complemented by a pretty 
floral boned brim. Lightweight 
and packable it makes a versatile 
addition to a Spring Summer 
wardrobe.

Outer made from 100% cotton. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one 
size fits most’.
Order Code: PT36  RRP: £43.00

£15.80
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Slate Grey

Dark Brown Aubergine

Mushroom

Linen Boned 
Sun Hat with 
Hessian Plait
A classic every-day hat with a 
boned brim and hessian plait 
decoration in a selection of muted 
colours, perfect for Spring. Also 
available with a handmade floral 
fabric brooch (shown on page 16).

Without Brooch
Outer made from 100% linen. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one 
size fits most’.
Order Code: PT72  RRP: £45.00

With Fabric Brooch
Outer made from 100% linen. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one 
size fits most’.
Order Code: PT08  RRP: £45.00

£15.00

£21.00

Sum
m

er Linen

11
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Linen Hat 
with Large 
Boned Brim
One of our best-selling summer hats 
this hat is made from lightweight 
linen mix fabric, keeping the head 
cool in the summer heat. This hat is 
packable, folding into luggage and 
then popping back to shape when 
needed. With a larger 10cm brim.

Outer made from 100% linen. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one 
size fits most’.
Order Code: PT05  RRP: £45.00

£15.50

Coral Cream Cool Beige

Grey YellowBlue

Also available in Natural, as shown on the model
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Antique Lilac Powder Blue

Antique SalmonAntique Sage

Linen Hat 
with Spots 
and Stripes
A stylish and fun hat made from high 
quality Japanese linen in a mixture 
of spotted and striped patterns. With 
a boned brim this hat is packable 
and perfect for taking on holiday in 
a suitcase.

Outer made from 100% Linen. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’. 
Order Code: PT04  RRP: £49.00

£18.00

Sum
m

er Linen
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Linen Sun Hat 
with Pintuck 
Detail
One of our best-selling designs, this 
hat is a classic style made from a 
linen mix fabric. The lightweight 
fabric provides shade from the 
sun while keeping the head cool. 
It’s packable too, so perfect for 
holidays.8cm brim.

Outer made from linen mix. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one 
size fits most’.
Order Code: PT03  RRP: £38.00

£15.00

Cream

White

Blue Grey Coral Dark Grey

Lilac Denim Dark Beige
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Turquoise Pink Cool Beige

Blue IvoryLime

Linen Cloche 
Hat with a 
Flower Brooch
This versatile hat is made from 
100% linen and with a soft brim 
and ruched detail to the band, 
it looks great in both formal and 
relaxed occasions. Features a 
removable matching flower brooch.

Outer made from 100% Linen. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’. 
Order Code: PT23  RRP: £42.00

£16.50

Sum
m

er Linen
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Damask Cotton 
Hat with 
Hessian Band
This classically styled hat is made from a 
natural coloured cotton fabric woven with 
a damask pattern, finished with a hessian 
band featuring a cross-over detail to the 
side. This hat has a larger boned brim 
and is packable.

Outer made from 100% cotton. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size  
fits most’.
Order Code: PT67H  RRP: £49.00

£16.50

Plain Cotton  
Hat with 
Hessian Band
This versatile cotton hat is made from 
a robust cream cotton fabric and 
featured a larger boned brim, perfect 
for keeping the sun from your eyes. It 
is finished with a hessian scrim band 
featuring a cross-over detail to the side.

Outer made from 100% cotton. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size  
fits most’.
Order Code: PT67  RRP: £45.00

£15.00
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Cream Cotton 
Hat with Leopard 
Print Ribbon
This classic is made from 100% cotton 
with a boned, standard brim and finished 
with an on-trend leopard print ribbon.

Outer made from 100% cotton.
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’.
Order Code: PT68  RRP: £42.00

£16.00
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A Proppa Toppa signature style, these limited 
edition hats are made from hand-selected 
vintage fabric finds from around the world.  

Fabric is individually selected, hand-cut and 
sewn in our workshop in Shropshire, England 
to create beautiful hats in limited numbers 
per design.

Made one-by-one each hat is a unique 
combination of fabric and decoration, with 
slight variations in how the fabric is combined 
and how they are decorated - these hats are 
true hand-crafted elegance. 

As these hats are created in limited numbers 
please check the website for current 
available styles: www.proppatoppa.co.uk

Proppa Toppa 
Vintage Hats

from £34.50
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Blue Anemone

Vintage Tea Pink Mix Royal Blue

Lilac Mix Navy

Cream Cotton 
Boned Hat 
with Flower

Pretty cream cotton hat with a 
boned brim, featuring a country 
style hessian ribbon decoration and 
available with a range of fabric 
floral embellishments.

Outer made from 100% cotton. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one 
size fits most’.
Order Code: PT49  RRP: £52.00

£21.00
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Vintage Lilac Vintage Peach

Cotton Cloche 
Style Hat with 
Flower
Pretty cotton cloche style hat with a 
versatile soft brim that can be worn 
a variety of ways. Decorated with 
a range of fabric flowers this hat is 
suitable for a range of occasions.

Outer made from 100% cotton. 
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’. 
Order Code: PT51  RRP: £50.00

£20.00

Sum
m

er Flow
ers
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Small Brim 
Hat with Floral 
Decoration
A new take on a Proppa Toppa classic, 
this pretty hat is made from a light 
blue brocade  fabric finished with 
complementary pink underbrim and 
band, and finished with a feminine fabric 
flower. It has a small boned brim.

Made from a cotton and polyester mix.
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size  
fits most’.
Order Code: PT21  RRP: £68.00

£27.50

Vintage Style 
Boned Brim Hat 
with Flower
A classic Proppa Toppa style, this 
hat is made from complementary 
fabrics in hues of blue and pink and 
decorated with a string plait with a hint 
of sparkling gold and finished with a 
fabric flower.

Made from a cotton and polyester mix.
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’.
Order Code: PT39  RRP: £69.00

£28.50
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Large Brim 
Linen Hat with 
Flower
An upgrade of one of our best-selling 
summer hats this pretty hat is made from 
lightweight linen fabric, and finished 
with a handmade fabric flower making 
it perfect for a special occasion. With a 
larger 10cm brim.

Outer made from a 100% linen.
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’.
Order Code: PT01  RRP: £65.00

£26.00

25
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Antique Damask 
Hat with Scrim 
Flower
This small boned brim hat is made from 
a neutral coloured cotton fabric textured 
with an antique damask pattern and 
decorated with a scrim band and flower, 
finished with a pretty wooden button.

Outer made from 100% cotton.
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’.
Order Code: PT31  RRP: £42.00

£14.50

26
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Original 
Vintage Small 
Brim Hat
Brighten up the Spring with this gorgeous 
hat made from original vintage fabric in 
bold contrasting colours and embellished 
with a bold jewel decoration This has a 
smaller boned brim that is also available 
decorated with a fabric flower.

Made from a cotton and polyester mix.
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’.
Order Code: PT32  RRP: £69.00

£24.50

Soft Brim Cloche 
Hat with Flower 
Brooch
This cloche style hat is made from a 
bright woven fabric in a fun colour 
combination and finished with a 
handmade fabric flower brooch. This 
hat is destined to be a real head 
turner.

Made from a cotton and polyester mix.
Adjustable inner band makes it ‘one size 
fits most’. 
Order Code: PT30  RRP: £69.00

£24.50

Sum
m

er Flow
ers
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Checked 
Wool Baker 
Boy Cap 
This ladies baker-boy style cap is 
made from high quality Yorkshire 
wool in a checked pattern. Its 
a great hat to add style to your 
everyday wardrobe. It has a 
peaked brim and an 8 panel 
crown, finished with a button.

Outer made from 100% Yorkshire 
wool. Adjustablle band to the back 
allows for adjustable sizing.
Order Code: PT105  RRP: £54.00

£18.00

Rust Check Lilac Check



Baker Boy C
aps

Navy

Raspberry Aubergine

Light Blue Petrol

Yorkshire 
Wool Baker 
Boy Cap 
This ladies baker-boy style cap is 
made from high quality Yorkshire 
wool tweed, making this a stylish 
yet robust winter hat. This hat has 
a peaked brim and an 8 panel 
crown, finished with a button.

Outer made from 100% Yorkshire wool. 
Adjustablle band to the back allows for 
adjustable sizing.
Order Code: PT106  RRP: £54.00

£18.00

29www.proppatoppa.co.uk
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Velour Baker 
Boy Cap

This ladies baker-boy style cap is 
made from water-resistant polyester, 
making this a stylish yet robust winter 
hat. This hat has a peaked brim and 
an 8 panel crown, finished with a 
button on top.

Made from100% Polyester. Elastic to the 
rear for adjustable sizing. 
Other colours available on the website.
Order Code: PT18  RRP: £29.00

£13.00

Water Resistant

Pink RedGrey

Forest Green WineBrown

PurpleNavyBlack
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Grey and Brown

Petrol

Velvet Hat with 
Fluffy Trim
One of our signature styles this hat is 
made from multi-coloured velvet in jewel 
colours, making each one a statement 
hat. It has a boned brim and is finished 
with a fluffy trim.

Made from cotton velvet. Adjustable inner 
band makes it ‘one size fits most’.  
Order Code: PT103  RRP: £75.00

Many other colour combinations available 
on the website.

£34.50

Purple and Pink

Fluffy Velvet

31
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Velour Hat 
with Pintuck 
Detail

This is one of our ‘bread-and-butter’ 
styles, bringing realiable sales year 
after year. A true customer favourtie 
these hats are often relpaced by 
customers once they have worn out 
from years of wear.

100% Polyester. Adjustable inner band 
makes it ‘one size fits most’. 
Order Code: PT11  RRP: £38.00

£15.00

Water Resistant

Black

Royal Blue

Brown Forest Green Navy

Wine Deep BLue Red
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Black Dark Brown Navy Forest Green Pink

Emerald Green PurpleGreyWineRed

Velour Hat 
with Flower 
Brooch

Another of our customer favourites 
this style brings in reliable sales and 
repeat business with customers often 
ordering several colours. With a soft 
brim this packable hat can be worn 
with the brim turned up or down. 
The complimentary flower brooch is 
detachable, so can be worn on the 
hat or as a separate accessory.

100% Polyester. Adjustable inner band 
makes it ‘one size fits most’. 
Order Code: PT15  RRP: £43.00

£15.50

Water Resistant

W
ater Resistant Velour

33
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Waterproof 
‘Hat in a Bag’
The ultimate designer waterproof hat, 
perfect for our famously unpredictable 
British weather. This lightweight hat 
folds into a ‘figure 8’ shape to fit inside 
its matching bag for you to store in your 
pocket or handbag.

100% Polyester. Adjustable inner band 
makes it ‘one size fits most’. 
Order Code: PT100  RRP: £49.00

£19.00

Folds into its own bag
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Forest Green & Ivory

Black & Turquoise

Navy & Grey

Black & Royal Blue

Black & Grey

Black & Ivory

Olive & Ivory

Black & Red Black & Pink

Aubergine & Grey

Navy & Ivory Aubergine & Ivory

W
aterproof H

ats
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Waterproof 
Small Brim 
Wax Hat
A stylish and practical water-
proof hat with a small boned 
brim, featuring a complementary 
wool under-brim and finished 
with a handmade wool fan 
decoration and ceramic button.

Outer made from Waxed Cotton. 
Contrasting fabric made from 100% 
Yorkshire Wool
Order Code: PT109  RRP: £65.00

£26.00

Green Wax and Green Tweed

Blue Wax and Dark Blue Tweed

Blue Wax and Light Blue Tweed
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Waterproof  
Striped Hat 
Pack
This waterproof hat is made from 
polyester that has a fabric feel to 
the textile, making it seem less like 
a waterproof style. With its fun 
stripes and bold colour combination, 
this hat makes a great change to 
average rainhats. It also folds into its 
own lining making it easily portable 
in a pocket or bag.

100% PVC. Adjustable inner band 
makes it ‘one size fits most’. 
Order Code: PT57  RRP: £35.00

£13.50

Green Stripe Purple Stripe

Navy Stripe Orange Stripe

W
aterproof H

ats

Folds into its
 

own lining!
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ButterfliesPebbles Daises

Waterproof  
Large Soft 
Brim Hat
Bucket style waterproof hat in a 
spotty PVC fabric with a large brim 
that looks great turned up. The large 
spots and bright fabrics make this 
a fun way to protect yourself in the 
rainy British winter.

100% PVC. Adjustable inner band 
makes it ‘one size fits most’. More 
colours available on the website.
Order Code: PT20  RRP: £32.00

£14.00

LilacLight Blue LimeGreen
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Black Blue PinkRed

SPECIAL OFFER
10 hats: £100 £140  

(mixed colours)
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Waterproof  
Spotty Hat 
Pack
Bucket style waterproof hat in a 
spotty PVC fabric. This hat folds into 
its own lining for storage in a pocket 
or handbag, ensuring you are 
always prepared for a rainstorm.

100% PVC. Adjustable inner band 
makes it ‘one size fits most’. 
Order Code: PT60  RRP: £29.00

£12.50

W
aterproof H

ats

Pink Pale Pink

Aubergine

Lime Green

Black

Red

Brown

Gold

Light Blue

Folds into its
 

own lining!
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UNIQUE HATS
HANDMADE IN BRITAIN

www.proppatoppa.co.uk

STYLE THAT NEVER FADES


